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Dear Sir/Madam,
It is my pleasure to give my endorsement to Aasmund Eldhuset as a lecturer and educator
Department
of Computer
in the field of computer science.
I have known him for over a decade, since he was a student in
my algorithms
course, and subsequently
my main assistant for a time, lecturing for hundreds of
and Information
Science

students, and getting very positive feedback. In later years, he has held introductory workshops
and supplementary lectures in several courses at the university, all of which have been highly
regarded and very popular.
Last year, I was unable to give my lecture series on algorithms, and became aware of this
rather abruptly. I needed a replacement on very short notice, and the first and only candidate I
had in mind was Aasmund. He knows the material very well, and I was certain he would
maintain the standards of this large and quite challenging course. Thankfully, he accepted the
offer; he held the lectures and administrated the staff until I was able to return for the last
couple of weeks.
All in all, my experience in working with Aasmund, both in general and last year specifically,
has been exclusively positive. I am convinced that anyone hiring him for a teaching job will be
satisfied—that he will take the task seriously, and will deliver a high-quality result. I know
Aasmund to be charming, highly intelligent, hard-working and professional, and I have no
reservations in recommending that you hire him for any teaching task for which you might be
considering him. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
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Magnus Lie Hetland
Associate Professor of Algorithms
Email: mlh@idi.ntnu.no

Phone: +47 918 51 949

